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Bulk Enthalpy of Melting of Poly (l-lactic acid) (PLLA)
Determined by Fast Scanning Chip Calorimetry

Katalee Jariyavidyanont, Mengxue Du, Qiang Yu, Thomas Thurn-Albrecht,
Christoph Schick, and René Androsch*

The bulk enthalpy of melting of 𝜶-crystals of poly (L-lactic acid) (PLLA) is
evaluated by fast scanning calorimetry (FSC), by correlating the melting
enthalpy of samples of different crystallinity with the corresponding heat
capacity at 90 °C, that is at a temperature higher than the glass transition
temperature of the bulk amorphous phase and lower than the melting
temperature. Extrapolation of this relationship for crystals formed at 140 °C
towards the heat capacity of fully solid PLLA yields a value of 104.5±6 J g−1

when melting occurs at 180–200 °C. The analysis relies on a two-phase
structure, that is, absence of a vitrified rigid amorphous fraction (RAF) at the
temperature of analysis the solid fraction (90 °C). Formation and vitrification
of an RAF are suppressed by avoiding continuation of primary crystallization
and secondary crystallization during cooling the system from the
crystallization temperature of 140 °C to 90 °C, making use of the high cooling
capacity of FSC. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) confirmed thickening of
initially grown lamellae which only is possible if these lamellae are not
surrounded by a glassy RAF. Linear crystallinity values obtained by SAXS and
calorimetrically determined enthalpy-based crystallinities agree close to each
other.
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1. Introduction

The properties and therefore fields of ap-
plication of crystallizable polymers depend
to a large degree on the presence of
crystals.[1–3] For this reason, knowledge of
the fraction of crystals, commonly abbre-
viated “Crystallinity,” is of superior im-
portance to assure property profiles and
to establish processing–structure–property
relations. The crystallinity of polymers
can be assessed by many characteriza-
tion techniques, including X-ray scatter-
ing, density measurements, or calorime-
try, with each method having specific ad-
vantages and shortcomings.[4–7] Differen-
tial scanning calorimetry (DSC) may be
considered as one of the most often used
tools to obtain crystallinity-data, related to
its wide availability, rather easy use, and
relatively—at least at first sight—simple
data evaluation.[7] For evaluation of the
crystallinity, in a typical DSC-experiment,
the sample of interest is heated to allow

melting of crystals. The area of the melting peak, observed
at the melting temperature Tm, yields the enthalpy of melt-
ing [Δhm(Tm)] and provides first information about the possi-
ble presence of crystals. After normalization with the bulk en-
thalpy of melting [Δhm,100(Tm)], that is, the specific enthalpy of
melting of a volume-element inside the crystal, being equivalent
to the specific enthalpy of melting of a 100%-crystalline sample
at the temperature of the observed melting peak, the so-called
enthalpy-based crystallinity Xc, DSC [ = Δhm(Tm) / Δhm,100(Tm)]
is observed.[4–7] While the experimental observation of Δhm(Tm)
for an experienced instrument operator, based on the use of
a calibrated instrument and state-of-the-art corrections of the
measured DSC curve,[8] is considered laboratory routine, its re-
calculation into a crystallinity-value relies on the selection of a
valid value of Δhm,100 (Tm). Note, this value holds only for crystals
that melt at Tm and is different from the bulk enthalpy of melting
at the equilibrium melting temperature Tm, 0 [Δhm,100 (Tm, 0)]. Un-
fortunately, for poly(l-lactic acid) (PLLA), as one of the most im-
portant biobased polymers,[9] unequivocal information Δhm,100-
values of 𝛼’- and 𝛼-crystals which develop on melt-crystallization
below and above 110–120 °C, respectively, does not exist, lead-
ing to great uncertainty in the determination of the enthalpy-
based crystallinity. In short, Δhm,100-values for 𝛼-crystals scatter
between around 90 and 200 J g−1 while for the disordered
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𝛼’-crystal polymorph values between 57 and 107 J g−1 are
reported.[10–21]

In order to contribute to the further evaluation of the bulk en-
thalpy of melting of 𝛼-crystals of PLLA, in this work fast scanning
chip calorimetry (FSC) was employed, for analysis of the correla-
tion between the measured enthalpy of melting of a set of sam-
ples of different crystallinity on one side and the corresponding
change of the heat capacity at a temperature higher than the glass
transition temperature (Tg) of ≈60 °C[22,23] and lower than the on-
set temperature of the melting process on the other side. Since
the heat capacity of a polymer at temperatures higher than Tg de-
pends on the solid fraction,[24] extrapolation of this relationship
toward the heat capacity of solid PLLA yields the bulk enthalpy
of melting. A similar approach, using the heat-capacity step at
Tg instead the heat capacity at a slightly higher temperature, has
been applied in the past.[15,20,21] It relies on the assumption of a
two-phase structure, that is, the presence of a liquid amorphous
phase and of solid crystals between Tg and the final melting tem-
perature only. However, the presence of a two-phase structure in
semicrystalline PLLA is debated and formation of a rigid amor-
phous fraction (RAF)[25,26] related to the crystallization process
is frequently suggested.[27–30] For crystallization at 145 °C, there
is proposed that at the crystallization temperature no vitrifica-
tion of the amorphous phase, or parts of it, occurs but on subse-
quent slow cooling, to yield a glassy amorphous fraction of close
to 0.2 at 120 °C, continuously increasing on further lowering the
temperature.[30]

In a recent study,[31] similar as in case of poly(butylene suc-
cinate) (PBS),[32] we suggested that annealing of PLLA at tem-
peratures lower than the temperature of primary crystalliza-
tion of 140 °C causes secondary crystallization and formation of
small crystals of lower melting temperature than in case of the
lamellae formed during primary crystallization. The time depen-
dence of the formation of secondary crystals on isothermal low-
temperature-annealing of PLLA crystallized at higher tempera-
ture predicts that it also occurs as a continuous process during
cooling at rates typically applied in a DSC, thus contributing to
measured heat-flow rates and complicating analyses of the phase
structure. Fast cooling, however, can outpace secondary crystal-
lization, allowing to obtain unequivocal information about the
heat capacity describing the solid fraction of the system. As a
working hypothesis, with the use of FSC, at least suppression of
RAF-formation and -vitrification during cooling, caused by sec-
ondary insertion crystallization, is assumed, allowing then anal-
ysis of the bulk enthalpy of melting of 𝛼-crystals of PLLA via cor-
relating the enthalpy of melting with the heat capacity slightly
above Tg, based on the validity of a two-phase structure. A further
advantage of using FSC is the suppression of crystal reorganiza-
tion and melt-recrystallization during heating, which simplifies
the evaluation of enthalpies of melting.[33,34]

The presentation of results below is structured such that in
the first part the correlation between the heat capacity slightly
above Tg and the enthalpy of melting, both based on isothermal
crystallization experiments at 140 °C, is explained. This is fol-
lowed by providing small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data col-
lected on samples subjected to secondary crystallization at 140
°C for different time, yielding linear crystallinities and conclu-
sions about lamellar thickening. Finally, in the third part, FSC
experiments to prove the absence of crystallization and RAF for-

mation/vitrification on cooling and the validity of a two-phase
structure are presented.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Materials

An extrusion-grade PLLA homopolymer, grade L175 from Cor-
bion (Netherlands), with a d-isomer content of <1%, a mass-
average molar mass of 120 kg mol−1, and melt-flow rate of
8 g/(10 min) (210 °C/2.16 kg) was used.[35,36] The material was
delivered in the form of pellets and prepared for the various
FSC, DSC, and SAXS experiments as described below. For re-
evaluation of the magnitude of the heat-capacity step of fully
amorphous samples at the glass transition, needed for estimation
of the mass of FSC samples, besides the above described PLLA-
homopolymer, also a non-crystallizable racemic PDLLA copoly-
mer (Resomer R 207 S, Evonik, Germany) with a mass-average
molar mass and polydispersity of 262 kg mol−1 and 1.6, respec-
tively, and containing 50% l- and d-co-units, was employed.[37]

Using noncrystallizable PDLLA for determination of the heat-
capacity increment at Tg is considered advantageous compared
to crystallizable PLLA, as on heating cold-crystallization is absent,
allowing therefore a safer construction of tangents for obtaining
the heat-capacity step at Tg.

2.2. Instrumentation

Fast Scanning Chip Calorimetry (FSC): A Flash DSC 1
(Mettler-Toledo, Greifensee, Switzerland) was used. The instru-
ment was operated in conjunction with a TC 100 intracooler (Hu-
ber, Offenbach, Germany), allowing to set the sample-support
temperature to −90 °C. The sensor/sample compartment was
purged with nitrogen at a flow rate of 40 mL min−1. Samples were
prepared by cutting sections of 8 μm thickness using a rotary mi-
crotome (Slee, Mainz, Germany). These sections were afterward
reduced in their lateral size to 50–100 μm, using a stereomicro-
scope and a scalpel. Such samples had a mass of ≈100 ng, as-
suring negligible thermal lag, as analyzed by the heating rate-
dependence of Tg,[38,39] and sufficient signal-to-noise ratio on
cooling and heating at a rate of 1000 K s−1. Before loading the
sample onto the UFS 1 chip sensor, the latter was conditioned
and temperature-corrected according to the instrument specifica-
tions. Afterward, first a thin layer of silicone oil was spread on the
sensor, followed by placing a layer of gold-leaf in the center of the
heatable area where a homogeneous temperature-distribution is
evident.[40,41] Such setup assures optimum thermal contact be-
tween sample and sensor and also reduces mechanical distortion
of the sensor membrane during heating and cooling, related to
the different thermal expansion coefficients of the polymer sam-
ple and silicon nitride membrane, as well as during crystalliza-
tion and melting of the polymer. Such distortion of the mem-
brane causes a change in the instrumental baseline and compli-
cates, e.g., analysis of heat capacities.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry: Complementary calorimet-
ric analysis of the heat-capacity step at Tg, for the sake of estimat-
ing the mass of FSC samples, was performed using a calibrated
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heat-flux DSC 1 (Mettler-Toledo, Greifensee, Switzerland), oper-
ated in conjunction with a TC 100 intracooler. The furnace was
purged with nitrogen at a flow rate of 60 mL min−1. Regarding
the analysis of the heat-capacity step at Tg, samples with a mass
of ≈10 mg were encapsulated in small 20-μL- (PLLA) or large
40-μL-aluminum pans (PDLLA) and rapidly cooled from 220 °C
to −50 °C, in order to suppress crystallization in case of PLLA.
To obtain the temperature dependence of the heat capacity, sam-
ples were heated using a rate of 20 K min−1, with the recorded
heat-flow-rate curves corrected for instrumental asymmetry and
calibrated using sapphire as standard. A total of seven (PLLA)
or three (PDLLA) samples was analyzed, yielding averages of
0.54± 0.03 and 0.55± 0.01 J g−1 K−1, respectively, as heat-capacity
increment at Tg. Besides analysis of the heat-capacity step of fully
amorphous samples at Tg, DSC was also used to confirm mass-
normalized enthalpies of melting obtained by FSC. Samples with
a mass of ≈5 mg were encapsulated in 20-μL-aluminum pans and
heated after isothermal crystallization at a rate of 10 K min−1, to
obtain enthalpies of melting. Further details about the crystalliza-
tion route are provided below.

Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering: Small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) data were collected using monochromatic X-rays with a
wavelength of 0.154 nm, and a Kratky compact camera (Anton
Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria), operated in vacuum and equipped
with a focusing X-ray optics (AXO Dresden GmbH, Dresden,
Germany) and a 1D position-sensitive Mythen2 R 1K detector
(Dectris AG, Baden, Switzerland). For SAXS analysis, film sam-
ples with a thickness of ≈220 μm were prepared by compres-
sion molding at 220 °C, using a LOT QD (Darmstadt, Germany)
hydraulic press in combination with a film-pressing tool and
temperature control (Specac Ltd., Orpington, UK). Before com-
pression molding, the as-received pellets were dried at 90 °C
overnight. The films, sandwiched between Teflon layers, were
quickly transferred from the die with a temperature of 220
°C to an oven (Memmert GmbH, Büchenbach, Germany), pre-
heated to 140 °C, and crystallized for different time. After crys-
tallization, the samples were quenched to room temperature,
in order to suppress continuation of crystallization on cooling.
All SAXS measurements were quantitatively analyzed based on
modeling the interface distribution function,[42,43] providing av-
erage thicknesses of crystal lamellae dc and interlamellar amor-
phous regions da. With these parameters the linear crystallinity
can be determined as Xc, SAXS = dc/(dc + da) . Further details
of the evaluation of SAXS data are provided in the Supporting
Information S1.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. FSC Analysis of the Bulk Enthalpy of Melting of 𝜶-Crystals of
PLLA

Figure 1 shows the thermal protocol for evaluation of the bulk
enthalpy of melting of 𝛼-crystals of PLLA formed at 140 °C. Di-
rect melt-crystallization of PLLA at 140 °C in an FSC, due to the
small sample size and low crystal-nucleation rate,[44,45] is slow
and nonreproducible regarding the kinetics. For this reason, the
crystallization step (red segment) was preceded by an annealing
step at 60 °C, to allow formation of nuclei for 300 s. These nuclei
were then slowly transferred to the crystallization temperature,
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Figure 1. Thermal protocol for analysis of the bulk enthalpy of melting of
𝛼-crystals of PLLA. The relative positions of the equilibrium melting tem-
perature (Tm, 0), room temperature (RT), and glass transition temperature
(Tg) are indicated.
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Figure 2. FSC heating scans of PLLA obtained after crystallization at 140
°C for different time, recorded using a rate of 1000 K s−1. Red and gray
coloring of curves indicate crystallization-time ranges of primary and sec-
ondary crystallization, respectively, as derived from the slowing down of
the crystallization kinetics on increasing the crystallization time, quanti-
fied below with Figure 3.

with the low transfer-heating rate of 100 K s−1 minimizing loss
of nuclei by disordering.[46,47] The kinetics of cold-crystallization
at 140 °C after such nucleation step is highly reproducible as will
be outlined below. Crystallization was performed up to 10 000 s,
however, interrupted at predefined times to obtain samples of
different crystallinity or enthalpy of crystallization/melting. Af-
ter the crystallization step, the sample was rapidly cooled to −60
°C using a rate of 1000 K s−1 and reheated at identical rate for ob-
servation of the heat capacity at 90 °C and the enthalpy of melting
at Tm (see gray lines, labeled “Analysis heating scans”).

Figure 2 shows example-FSC-heating curves of PLLA, which
was crystallized according to the thermal protocol of Figure 1
at 140 °C. The various curves represent different crystallization
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Figure 3. Enthalpy of melting of crystals of PLLA formed at 140 °C and
melting between, roughly, 180 and 200 °C as a function of the crystalliza-
tion time. Data are averages of six measurements with error bars shown
only if exceeding the symbol size. Red/dark-gray and black/light-gray data
points indicate crystallization-time ranges of primary and secondary crys-
tallization, respectively.

times between 1 and 10 000 s, with red and gray coloring indicat-
ing time ranges of primary and secondary crystallization, respec-
tively. All curves show on heating the heat-capacity step due to
the glass transition at ≈70 °C, which is slightly higher compared
to the often reported value of 60 °C, due to the high cooling rate
in the preceding cooling scan and the heating scan, and possi-
ble thermal lag during heating.[38,48] Then, on further heating,
an endothermic peak caused by melting of crystals formed at the
crystallization temperature is detected. Melting begins slightly
above the crystallization temperature and stretches over a wide
temperature range, depending on the crystallization time. With
increasing crystallization time, as indicated by the two vertical ar-
rows, the heat capacity (Cp,meas) at a temperature slightly higher
than Tg, at 90 °C, decreases and the melting-peak area/enthalpy
of melting (Δhm) increases.

Figure 3 shows the enthalpy of melting of crystals of PLLA
as a function of the crystallization time, with the crystals grown
at 140 °C and melting between 180 and 200 °C. Data are aver-
ages of six measurements with a typical error bar shown for se-
lected data points only. Red/dark-gray and black/light-gray data
points indicate crystallization-time ranges of primary and sec-
ondary crystallization. Most important is the observation of a
quasi-final value of the enthalpy of crystallization of 72 J g−1 af-
ter crystallization/annealing PLLA for 10 000 s. We consider this
value as quasi-final only, as there is expected a further minor in-
crease on extension of annealing due to secondary crystallization,
following a logarithmic time dependence.[49,50]

A major experimental challenge to observe the specific,
sample-mass-normalized enthalpy of melting of 72 J g−1 af-
ter long-term crystallization at 140 °C is the determination
of the mass of FSC samples. Due to their low size, a direct
measurement using a balance is impossible, requiring indirect
estimation.[51] In the present work, the sample-mass estima-
tion is based on the comparison of the measured absolute heat-
capacity step at Tg of a fully amorphous sample (in units of J K−1)
with the expected, mass-normalized heat-capacity step (in units

of J g−1 K−1). Regarding the latter, the initially suggested value of
0.608 J g−1 K−1 (= 43.8 J mol−1 K−1/72.06 g mol−1),[15,52] based on
a detailed analysis/computation of the temperature-dependence
of the heat capacity of solid and liquid PLLA, is not unequivocally
agreed upon in the literature,[20,53–58] where often lower values
between 0.49 [56] and 0.57 J g−1 K−1[56] are reported. Own mea-
surements performed on the specific PLLA grade used in this
work, and non-crystallizable PDLLA, suggest a value of 0.54(5)
J g−1 K−1 at 60.5 °C that then has been used to estimate the
mass of the FSC samples. Here, the slightly increased glass tran-
sition temperature in FSC analyses (being observed at a tem-
perature ≈10 K higher than in DSC analyses) is accounted for
by a minor correction of the heat-capacity step of 0.54(5) J g−1

K−1 at 60.5 °C to 0.52(7) J g−1 K−1, related to the nonparallel
temperature-dependencies of the heat capacity of fully liquid and
solid PLLA.[15]

Additionally, the correctness of the determination of the mass
of FSC samples is confirmed by independent DSC analysis of en-
thalpies of melting of PLLA crystals formed at 140 °C. Crystalliza-
tion of PLLA at 140°C for 3 h (10 800 s) in the DSC yielded a value
of 68 J g−1. The small discrepancy between the enthalpies of melt-
ing of 68 and 72 J g−1, observed after crystallization at 140 °C in
the DSC and FSC, respectively, may be attributed to different nu-
cleation pathways. In case of analysis of high-temperature crystal-
lization of PLLA in the DSC, an additional low-temperature nu-
cleation step as in FSC analyses is not needed, due to the much
larger sample size (compare 10–1 μg (FSC) and 104 μg (DSC)).
This notwithstanding, exact matching of nuclei numbers in FSC
and DSC analyses is impossible, causing different overall crys-
tallization rates and therefore also different crystallinity values
after a predefined crystallization time. A further reason of the
slightly lower enthalpy of melting in DSC experiments may be
the lower melting temperature of about only 180 °C, in compari-
son to ≈190 °C when using FSC. According to Kirchhoff’s law of
thermochemistry, this leads to a decrease of the bulk enthalpy of
melting via Equation (1):[59]

Δhm,100

(
T2

)
= Δhm,100

(
T1

)
+ Δcp ×

(
T2 − T1

)
(1)

Here, Δcp is the average difference of the heat capacities of the
crystalline and liquid phases in the temperature range of interest,
between T1 [ = Tm,DSC ] and T2 [ = Tm,FSC ]. As such, a decrease
of Tm by 10 K [ = T2 − T1] causes a lowering of the bulk enthalpy
of melting of ≈3.4 J g−1 when using a Δcp-value of 0.34 J g−1 K−1

at 458 K, as suggested in the literature.[15]

Figure 4 shows the correlation between the decrease of the spe-
cific heat capacity of PLLA at 90 °C [ = cp,meas − cp,liquid] and the
enthalpy of melting of crystals formed at 140 °C and melting at
180—200 °C (Δhm). Measurements have been repeated six times,
using different samples, indicated by different symbols. In anal-
ogy to Figure 3, data obtained during primary and secondary crys-
tallization, are represented by red/dark-gray and black/light-gray
symbols, respectively. The data of Figure 4 reveal the expected
decrease of the heat capacity during the crystallization process,
due to the increase of the solid fraction. Estimation of the solid
fraction after completion of primary crystallization and extended
secondary crystallization yields values of 56% and 72%, respec-
tively.
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Figure 4. Change of the specific heat capacity of PLLA at 90 °C (= cp,meas
− cp,liquid) as a function of the enthalpy of melting of crystals formed at 140
°C and melting between 180 and 200 °C (Δhm). Different symbols repre-
sent analyses of different samples, for the sake of obtaining information
about measurement errors. Red/dark-gray and black/light-gray symbols
indicate the assignment of data to primary and secondary crystallization,
respectively. The red line is drawn to guide the eye. The heat-capacity dif-
ference between solid and liquid PLLA (= cp,solid − cp,liquid =−0.500± 0.016
J g−1 K−1) at 90 °C is indicated with the bottom horizontal dash line and
is an average of all measurements performed, with the standard deviation
indicated to the left of the line. This error represents the uncertainty re-
garding the extrapolation of cp, solid, measured below Tg, to 90 °C. Further-
more, the various data sets were fitted individually to yield different values
of Δhm,100 (T = 190 ○C), with the resulting standard deviation provided
with the horizontal error bar.

The decrease of the heat capacity with increasing enthalpy of
melting is linear, indicating either the validity of a two-phase
structure composed of solid crystals and liquid amorphous phase
at the analysis temperature of 90 °C, or the presence of a three-
phase structure, composed of solid crystals, a solid/vitrified RAF
(with cp,solid = cp,glass = cp,crystal) and liquid amorphous phase; in
the latter case, the vitrified RAF would linearly increase with the
crystallinity. A parallel increase of the RAF and of the crystal frac-
tion, regardless whether crystals form during primary crystalliza-
tion, or whether the crystallinity increases during secondary crys-
tallization, seems unlikely, considering the qualitatively different
semicrystalline morphologies developing at these stages of the
crystallization process. It will be shown below that during isother-
mal crystallization at 140 °C, and subsequent cooling of the sys-
tem to the temperature of analysis the solid fraction (90 °C), in-
deed, RAF formation/vitrification is absent. As such, the various
data sets of Figure 4 were individually fitted with a linear function
(Equation 2), allowing their extrapolation toward the heat capac-
ity of fully solidified PLLA (cp, solid) and estimation of Δhm,100(T =
190 °C), to be 104.5 ± 6.0 J g−1 (see star symbol):

cp,meas − cp,liquid = Δhm∕Δhm,100 × (cp,solid − cp,liquid) (2)

The left part of Equation (2) represents the ordinate in Figure 4
that is plotted as a function of Δhm. Note again, all cp-values are
obtained at 90 °C while enthalpies of melting hold for the melting
temperature range from 180 to 200 °C.

3.2. Absence of RAF Formation/Vitrification

In the present work, crystals were formed at 140 °C while the
crystal fraction was analyzed at 90 °C. As outlined above, corre-
lation between the heat-capacity change at 90 °C and the crystal
fraction relies on the presence of a two-phase structure, that is,
absence of a vitrified RAF at the temperature of analysis the crys-
tal fraction (90 °C). In general, RAF formation and vitrification
may occur at different temperatures. In other words, crystalliza-
tion at 140 °C may cause formation of RAF at the crystallization
temperature, which, however, may only vitrify during subsequent
cooling.[29,30] Though this scenario is not unequivocally discussed
in the literature, contrasting observations suggesting vitrification
of RAF at Tc,

[60–63] in this work, RAF vitrification during cooling
is not a priori ruled out. As such, the following cases, leading to
formation of a three-phase structure at 90 °C, will be discussed:
a) RAF forms and vitrifies at Tc, b) RAF forms at Tc and vitrifies
on cooling to 90 °C, and c) RAF forms and vitrifies on cooling to
90 °C due to continuation of crystallization; worth noting, detec-
tion of un-vitrified RAF, if possible at all, is beyond the scope of
the present work and only absence of vitrification at temperatures
above 90 °C is of interest here.

Absence of vitrification of RAF during isothermal crystalliza-
tion at 140 °C is suggested by SAXS analysis of the evolution
of the crystal thickness and linear crystallinity during extended
annealing/isothermal secondary crystallization, while absence of
vitrification of RAF during the transfer of samples of different
crystallinity to 90 °C is supported by analysis of the temperature-
dependence of the heat capacity between 90 and 140 °C during
fast cooling/heating, using FSC. The corresponding experimen-
tal evidences are described in the following two sections.

3.2.1. SAXS Analysis of PLLA Crystallized at 140 °C

SAXS data were collected on samples of PLLA crystallized for dif-
ferent time at 140 °C and subsequently quenched to ambient tem-
perature, to avoid continuation of crystallization during cooling.
In any case, only samples with completed primary crystallization
were analyzed, that is, focus is the change of structure during
isothermal secondary crystallization at 140 °C. Completion of pri-
mary crystallization is assured by parallel analysis of the enthalpy
of melting by DSC and of the micrometer-scale structure using
polarized-light optical microscopy (POM); regarding the latter,
see Figure S2, Supporting Information. As such, by using POM,
presence of a space-filled spherulitic superstructure is evidenced
for all samples analyzed by SAXS. Figure 5 shows in the bottom
part enthalpies of melting of PLLA films as a function of the time
of crystallization at 140 °C, revealing begin of crystallization after
≈600 s and completion of the primary crystallization process, as
judged by the distinct change of the kinetics of crystallization,
after ≈5000 s. Continuation of the increase of the enthalpy of
melting on annealing samples longer than 5000 s suggests sec-
ondary crystallization, however, with the exact mechanism not yet
reported in the literature. The center part of Figure 5 shows the
evolution of the lamellar thickness dc during secondary crystal-
lization of PLLA at 140 °C, as obtained by SAXS. As such, after
completion of primary crystallization, dc is ≈15 nm and increases
to ≈17 nm after extended annealing for 604 800 s (= 7 days), that
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Figure 5. Enthalpy of melting of crystals of PLLA formed at 140 °C and
melting at 180 °C (peak temperature), measured by DSC (bottom data),
thickness of crystal lamellae of PLLA formed at 140 °C and measured by
SAXS at 30 °C (center data), and linear SAXS-crystallinities (measured at
30 and 140 °C) and DSC crystallinity (top data) as a function of the crys-
tallization time.

is, by ≈15% within the investigated crystallization-time range of
1 week. Such increase of the lamellar thickness is common for
so-called crystal-mobile polymers, that is, semicrystalline poly-
mers with an 𝛼c-relaxation,[64] caused by mobile conformational
defects in the crystals. The dynamics of these defects in PLLA
was previously characterized.[65] Specifically, the increase of the
lamellar thickness is also indicative for the absence of a glassy
amorphous layer at the fold-surface of the lamellae, that is, ab-
sence of a vitrified RAF at the crystallization temperature, as in
such case longitudinal crystal growth is assumed restricted. The
increase of the crystal thickness during isothermal annealing at
the temperature of primary crystallization is confirmed in an in-
dependent study, reporting values of the lamellar thickness of
13.9 and 16 nm after melt-crystallization of PLLA at 140 °C for
90 and 600 min, respectively,[66] suggesting lamellar thickening
as a valid secondary-crystallization process for PLLA. Worth not-
ing that a similar crystal thickness of close to 16 nm was observed
in PLLA cold-crystallized at 140 °C for 60 min.[67] Furthermore,
the observed increase of the lamellar thickness during secondary
crystallization also shows up by an increase of the melting tem-
perature by ≈3 K, from 178 °C after crystallization for 5400 s (end
of primary crystallization) to ≈181 °C (after long-term annealing
for 1 week). Such increase is in accord with the Gibbs-Thomson
equation, relating the melting temperature of crystals with their
size,[68] and has also been observed in the FSC heating scans of
Figure 2; note that in the latter case the melting peaks, through-
out, are shifted to higher temperature compared to the DSC ex-
periment, caused by faster heating.

Though not primary focus of the SAXS experiment, initially in-
tended for proving lamellar thickening only, analysis of the linear
crystallinity, consistently, both in the literature,[15,67,69] and here,
yields values well above 60–70%, depending on the crystallization
time and analysis temperature; note that the bulk crystallinity
may be lower than the linear crystallinity, with the difference,
however, being negligible, as outlined below. The upper part of
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the crystallinity with the time of
secondary crystallization at 140 °C, measured by SAXS at 30 °C
and, for selected samples, at 140 °C (gray diamond symbols/solid
line and triangles/dash line, respectively), and by DSC (red sym-
bols per line). The latter values were calculated using a bulk en-
thalpy of melting of 101.1 J g−1, as estimated by Kirchhoff’s law,
described above. In both cases, DSC- and SAXS-analyses, the
crystallinity increases with the time of secondary crystallization,
due to lamellar thickening. The coincidence of SAXS and DSC
crystallinities (gray triangles and red squares, respectively) sug-
gests furthermore that the linear SAXS crystallinity must be close
to the bulk crystallinity, which also would consider amorphous
fractions outside of lamellar stacks. Comparing DSC crystallini-
ties with the crystallinity calculated from SAXS data obtained
at 30 °C, it is observed that the DSC crystallinities are slightly
lower, in particular at shorter crystallization time; this observa-
tion is confirmed by independent analysis of samples crystallized
in the DSC for up to 5 h (not shown since these samples were not
analyzed by SAXS). The DSC crystallinity of the sample crystal-
lized for 1 week, measured on two independent samples to as-
sure reproducibility, in contrast, exceeds the SAXS crystallinity,
and seems off the trend. For this reason, these data points are
drawn in light red, indicating the need for further investigations,
in particular since the crystallinity seems unreasonable high, be-
ing close to 90%.

In order to shed more light on the observed difference be-
tween the SAXS-crystallinity measured at 30 °C and DSC crys-
tallinity at short secondary-crystallization times, SAXS data were
collected also at 140 °C for selected samples (gray triangles, dash
line). In that case, the initially quenched samples were stepwise
heated to 140 °C, to monitor the change of the linear SAXS-
crystallinity during slow heating (not shown). Comparing SAXS-
crystallinities observed at 30 and 140 °C reveal almost identi-
cal values for long crystallization time while for shorter crystal-
lization time the crystallinity at 140 °C is lower than at 30 °C.
With the assumption that prior quenching the sample from 140
to 30 °C suppressed slow irreversible formation of new crystals
as well as slow irreversible lamellar thickening during cooling,
evidenced below, the decrease of the SAXS-crystallinity on re-
heating to 140 °C indicates reversible surface melting of lamel-
lae, as discovered and investigated long ago by dedicated experi-
ments using SAXS and temperature-modulated DSC for several
polymers.[70–73] Such reversible melting process represents a lo-
cal equilibrium at the fold-surface of lamellar crystals. It involves
a force balance between the recovery tendency of the stretched
loops (on heating) and a thickening tendency of the lamellae (on
cooling).[71] Furthermore, it is expected to not show a kinetics,
thus it also occurs during quenching, as in the present case. Since
the DSC analysis of the crystallinity is based on the irreversible
melting process occurring above the crystallization temperature,
such reversible increase of the crystallinity during cooling is not
accounted for. Obviously, reversible crystallization (on cooling)
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and melting (on heating) is less pronounced, or even completely
absent in case of highly crystalline samples containing rather
thick lamellae and low amount of interlamellar amorphous struc-
ture, causing increasing constraints for further (reversible and ir-
reversible) thickening. This view would support the agreement of
SAXS and DSC crystallinities in case of the long-term annealed
sample.

In summary, SAXS analysis of the evolution of the lamellar
thickness and linear crystallinity during long-term annealing of
PLLA at the temperature of primary crystallization of 140 °C sug-
gests lamellar thickening as a valid mechanism of secondary crys-
tallization and strongly supports the view of absence of a vitrified
RAF at the crystal basal planes at the crystallization temperature.
Both SAXS and DSC suggest crystallinities above 70%, however,
with the minor mismatch observed requiring further experimen-
tation, including estimation of bulk SAXS crystallinities (evidenc-
ing absence of a large amorphous fraction outside of lamellar
stacks) and in-depth analysis of the temperature-dependence of
the lamellar thickness and long period (providing information
about reversible surface crystallization and melting).

3.2.2. Absence of RAF Vitrification on Fast Cooling Semicrystalline
PLLA, Crystallized at 140 °C, to 90 °C

SAXS provided evidence that there does not exist a glassy amor-
phous fraction at the lamellae basal planes, neither at the end
of primary crystallization nor after secondary crystallization for
1 week. However, this experiment cannot exclude vitrification of
an amorphous fraction on cooling the system to the Cp-analysis-
temperature of 90 °C. Therefore, additional attempts were made
to prove/disprove such vitrification of an amorphous fraction
during cooling.

In a first experiment, we followed the idea of detection mobility
of amorphous chain segments at the interface of crystals formed
at 140 °C and the surrounding amorphous phase. PLLA was crys-
tallized at 140 °C for 500 s after nucleation at 60 °C for 300 s in the
FSC (see also Figure 3), allowing completion of the primary crys-
tallization process, and was then annealed at lower temperatures
between 80 and 130 °C for 10 000 s. After the annealing step, sam-
ples were heated in the FSC to detect the changes of structure. In
particular, it was attempted to show that crystals formed at higher
temperature of 140 °C are subject of stabilization/lamellar thick-
ening during low-temperature annealing, based on a recent study
of crystal stabilization of poly(butylene terephthalate) (PBT).[74]

In that study, it was illustrated that annealing of crystals grown
at higher temperature stabilize such to exhibit a higher melting
temperature after the low-temperature annealing event, with the
stabilization process becoming less distinct with decreasing an-
nealing temperature/increasing difference of the temperatures
of primary crystallization and annealing. For PLLA of the present
work, a similar behavior is detected, that is, lamellae formed at
140 °C stabilize on subsequent annealing at lower temperature,
causing an increase of their melting temperature, as discussed
above for the isothermal secondary crystallization experiment.

An example of such an experiment is provided with Figure 6,
showing FSC heating scans of PLLA crystallized for 500 s at 140
°C (red) and of PLLA that was additionally annealed at 100 °C for
10, 100, and 1000 s (gray solid lines), and for 10 000 s (blue). The
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Figure 6. FSC heating scans of PLLA obtained after crystallization at 140
°C for 500 s (red), crystallization at 140 °C for 500 s and subsequent an-
nealing for 10, 100, 1000 s (gray), and 10 000 s (blue) at 100 °C. The dash
line represents a heating scan obtained on a fully amorphous sample. The
heating rate was 500 K s−1. The inset shows the main melting peak at an
enlarged scale.

dash line represents an FSC scan obtained on fully amorphous
PLLA. Annealing at 100 °C causes formation of smaller crystals
than grown at 140 °C, characterized by a lower melting tempera-
ture, as discussed in detail in a recent study about insertion crys-
tallization induced annealing peaks in PLLA (see also boxed part
of the FSC curves).[32] Simultaneously low-temperature anneal-
ing leads to a shift of the melting temperature of crystals formed
at 140 °C, which is shown enlarged in the inset. For given con-
ditions of the high-temperature crystallization process (here 140
°C, 500 s) and given low-temperature annealing time, the shift
of the melting temperature decreases with decreasing annealing
temperature. While annealing at 100 °C still allowed detection of
a distinct shift of the melting temperature of lamellae formed at
140 °C by more than 1 K, annealing at 90 °C, that is, 50 K below
the primary crystallization process, measurable stabilization of
lamellae formed at 140 °C was close to the detection limit. Nev-
ertheless, the observation of a shift of the melting temperature
of crystals formed at 140 °C, due to annealing at lower temper-
ature, at least supports the view that these lamellae are subject
of structural reorganization also at temperatures lower than their
formation. Such reorganization is assumed requiring mobility of
chain segments at the crystal surfaces, which may not be evident
if surrounded by a glassy RAF.

Furthermore, worth noting, a rough estimate of the link be-
tween the increase of the lamellar thickness and the corre-
sponding increase of the melting temperature, using the Gibbs-
Thomson equation, provided information that an increase of the
lamellar thickness by 1 nm causes a shift of Tm by ≈1 K.[75] This
estimate is based on using values of the fold-surface free energy,
bulk enthalpy of melting, and equilibrium melting temperature
of 61 × 10–3 J m−2, 111 × 106 J m−3, and 480 K, respectively,
as suggested in the literature.[76] Such increase of the lamellar
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Figure 7. FSC heating curves of PLLA isothermally crystallized for different
time at 140 °C (0, 100, 200, 300, 500, and 10 000 s, from top to bottom) and
subsequently cooled at 1000 K s−1 to the heating-scan-start temperature
of −60 °C (see the complete thermal protocol in the left part of Figure 1).
Scans were recorded using a heating rate of 1000 K s−1, and show details
in the temperature range between the glass transition temperature Tg and
the crystallization temperature Tc; the full temperature range was shown
with the bottom curve set in Figure 2. The solid red lines represent the
heat capacities of liquid and solid PLLA, and the dashed red line the heat
capacity of PLLA containing 70% solid structure.

thickness by 1 nm requires the transition of an amorphous layer
with a thickness of about the length of a full molecular repeat
unit, adopting a helical chain conformation, into the crystalline
state at the crystal fold surface; in orthorhombic 𝛼-crystals, form-
ing at 140 °C, molecular chains adopt a 10/3 helical conforma-
tion, to yield a fiber period of around 2.8 nm, involving three
chain repeat units.[22,77–79]

A further approach of proving/disproving RAF-formation and
vitrification includes an inspection of the FSC-heating curves
recorded after crystallization PLLA at 140 °C for different peri-
ods of time and subsequent fast cooling at a rate of 1000 K s−1

to the scan-start temperature of −60 °C. Figure 7 shows such
heating scans for samples crystallized at 140 °C for 0, 100, 200,
300, 500, and 10 000 s (from top to bottom), with the complete
temperature–time profile of the experiment shown in Figure 1.
The heating scans are presented in a limited temperature-range
only, allowing discussion of the temperature-dependence of the
heat capacity between the glass transition temperature Tg and
the crystallization temperature Tc. The solid red lines represent
the heat capacities of liquid and solid PLLA, and the dashed red
line the (hypothetical) heat capacity of PLLA containing 70% solid
structure, calculated as mass-weighted sum of the heat capacities
of fully liquid and solid PLLA, assuming a two-phase structure.

Above it is shown that crystallization of PLLA at 140 °C per-
mits lamellar thickening after completing primary crystalliza-
tion, proving absence of a glassy amorphous layer at the lamel-
lae fold surface at this temperature. As such, the assumption of
a two-phase structure at the Cp-analysis temperature of 90 °C
would only be invalid if part of the amorphous phase vitrifies
during cooling the system from Tc to Tg, and correspondingly
devitrifies on heating in the same temperature range (see the
gray shaded area in Figure 7). However, the FSC-heating scans,
in contrast, suggest absence of such devitrification process since
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Figure 8. FSC heating curves of PLLA isothermally crystallized at 140 °C
for 500 s, after prior nucleation at 60 °C for 300 s, and then cooled at
different rate between 0.01 and 1000 K s−1 to 80 °C, as indicated in the
legend. Then the samples were further cooled to below the glass transition
temperature, and re-heated, both at a rate of 1000 K s−1. The inset shows
FSC curves at an enlarged scale between 85 and 105 °C, and the gray curve
was obtained on a fully amorphous sample.

the measured curves, regardless the crystallization time, do not
reveal any thermal transition and prove instead constant liquid–
solid ratio in the temperature range of interest, as, e.g., concluded
from the coincidence of measured heat-capacity data of the sam-
ple crystallized for 10 000 s (bottom curve) with the correspond-
ing heat-capacity baseline (red dashed line) of PLLA containing
70% solid structure. As such, with the knowledge of absence of
a glassy amorphous fraction, the solid fraction equals the crystal
fraction in the sample.

Worth noting that we are aware of studies suggesting for sam-
ples crystallized at 140 °C, or even higher temperature, vitri-
fication of about half of the amorphous phase on slow cool-
ing at 2 K min−1 in the temperature range between Tc and
the glass transition temperature Tg of the bulk amorphous
phase.[29,30] We explain this observation by slow secondary crys-
tallization/formation of new crystals in the temperature range
between Tc and Tg. Such secondary crystallization is expected oc-
curring during slow but not fast cooling, based on a recent anal-
ysis of the time-dependence of generation of annealing peaks.[32]

This expectation has been confirmed by inspection of FSC heat-
ing scans obtained on samples cooled at different rate after pri-
mary crystallization at 140 °C for 500 s, preceded by a nucleation
step at 60 °C for 300 s (see also Figure 1), as shown in Figure 8.
The cooling rate was varied between 0.01 and 1000 K s−1, applied
within the temperature range from 140 to 80 °C. After cooling the
samples at a specific rate to 80 °C, further cooling to below Tg was
performed for all samples at 1000 K s−1, to assure an identical
glass-relaxation history; vitrification of the amorphous phase at
different cooling rates produces in the subsequent heating scan
enthalpy-recovery peaks of different area,[80,81] disturbing analy-
sis of the heat capacity at slightly higher temperature.

The data of Figure 8 show a systematic lowering of the (appar-
ent) heat capacity at temperatures lower than the temperature of
primary crystallization of 140 °C if the cooling rate is lower than
≈10 K s−1; faster cooling has an only negligible effect on the FSC
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curves. Such lower heat capacities are caused by an increase of
the crystallinity due to non-isothermal secondary crystallization
during prior cooling, perhaps in combination with a partial vit-
rification of an amorphous fraction. It is important to note that
any RAF formation/vitrification is then based on crystals formed
during cooling but not on crystals formed at 140 °C, as in the lat-
ter case a vitrification could not be suppressed by fast cooling. A
deeper investigation about possible RAF-formation and vitrifica-
tion during slow cooling, however, is clearly beyond the scope of
this study, as it is provided in the literature.[29,30]

4. Conclusions

Reports about the bulk enthalpy of melting of crystals of PLLA
in the literature scatter over a wide range, limiting a reliable de-
termination of the crystallinity by calorimetry. For this reason, in
this work, the bulk enthalpy of melting of 𝛼-crystals of PLLA has
been re-determined using FSC, by analysis of the relationship
between the specific heat capacity of semicrystalline samples at a
temperature between the crystallization temperature Tc and the
glass transition temperature Tg of the bulk amorphous phase on
one side, and the corresponding enthalpy of melting on the other
side. Extrapolation of this relationship toward the specific heat
capacity of fully solid PLLA yields the bulk enthalpy of melting,
with the presumption that samples only contain crystals and liq-
uid amorphous phase at the temperature of analysis of the heat
capacity. Going beyond prior studies in this field, great effort was
undertaken to fulfill and prove the precondition of absence of a
vitrified RAF at the temperature of analysis the solid fraction af-
ter specific crystallization experiments. In detail, the following
conclusions were derived:

(a) The bulk enthalpy of melting of 𝛼-crystals of PLLA, formed
at 140 °C and melting between 180 and 200 °C is 104.5 ± 6.0
J g−1, being close to values suggested by Prud’homme and
Strobl.[13,16]

(b) Crystallization at 140 °C yields a lamellae with a thickness
of ≈15 nm at the end of the primary-crystallization stage that
significantly thicken during isothermal secondary crystalliza-
tion at identical temperature. The observed lamellar thicken-
ing proves the absence of a glassy amorphous layer at the fold
surface of the lamellae.

(c) Thickening/stabilization of lamellae formed at 140 °C con-
tinues at lower temperature, however, fades with decreasing
temperature.

(d) Cooling PLLA, containing lamellae formed at 140 °C, faster
than ≈10 K s−1 suppresses non-isothermal secondary crystal-
lization and vitrification of parts of the amorphous phase at
temperatures above Tg of the bulk amorphous phase.

(e) The crystallinity of isothermally at 140 °C crystallized PLLA,
not containing crystals formed during cooling, estimated by
SAXS and calorimetry, yield similar values, exceeding 70%
after long-term crystallization. The close though not perfect
coincidence of the linear crystallinity, determined by SAXS,
and the enthalpy-based crystallinity suggests presence of
space-filling homogeneous lamellar stacks.
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